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Q1 [12 Marks] [Topic: Adder, Multiplier and Floating Point] 

A. [2+1] Using the IEEE 754 floating point format (1/8/23 bits for sign/expo/mantissa), write down the bit 
pattern that would represent 1/3. Can you exactly represent 1/3 using the mentioned format?    
Ans: 1/3= 0.333333…=(0.0101010101…)2 = (1.010101…)2 x 2-2 , we generally ignore left side of 
binary point as it will be always one 
      Sign bit =0, Exponent = -2 + BIAS = -2 +127 = 125 = (01111101)2, Mantissa = 0101 0101 0101.. 
 So      1/3 in  32 bit SP  S:E:M   format can be represented as  
                    0      01111101     0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 010 
No, we cannot represent exact value of 1/3 using IEEE 754 SP floating point format.  
 

B. [1+1+1+1] Suppose you are designing two N bits integer multipliers, one is (a) serial version and other 
is (b) parallel version. What will be the delay complexity and area complexity ( in terms of FA delay) of 
the multipliers if you use the following adder:       (Explain your each answer with 2 lines of description) 

(a)   Carry Look Ahead Adder      (b) Carry Skip Adder    

 Ans:   

o Area of CLA Adder = O(N), Delay of CLA Adder = O(lg N) , Area of CSA = O(N), Delay opf 
CSA = O(N),   

o Serial version of Multiplier  require 1 Adder, delay complexity O(N*Adder Delay), area 
complexity O(Adder    Area)  

 With CLA   DC=O(N*lgN), AC=O(N) and  with CSA DC=O(N*N), AC=O(N) 
o Parallel version of Multiplier  require O(N) adder,  delay complexity=O(lg N *Adder delay), 

Area complexity =O(N*Area of Adder)    
 With CLA DC=O(lgN*lgN), AC=O(N*N)and with CSA DC=O(lgN*N), AC=O(N*N) 

 
C. [1] What is the time complexity of multiplying two N bits integer in software?  Please don’t write time 

complexity of naïve algorithm for this.  
 
Ans: N bit binary number is nothing but an N degree polynomial. Naïve algorithm to multiply two polynomial 
require O(N2) time. As time domain multiplication can be converted to addition in frequency domain. So if we 
convert the polynomial to frequency domain in O(NLgN) using FFT then we can multiply polynomial using O(N) 
time in frequency domain, and after that we need to convert it back to time domain using inverse FFT (in ONlgN 
time). So time complexity of multiplication will be O(NlgN)+O(N)+O(NlgN)=O(NlgN) operations. So over all 
time complexity will be O(nlgn)*(some hidden cost of lgn which is cost per operation). 
 
Simple divide and conquer approach will give N log

2
3   or N1.58 

 



D. [2+2] What are the steps required to add two IEEE 754 single precision floating point numbers. How 
can we pipeline this addition process?  
Ans: Steps required in addition of two IEEE 754 single precision floating point numbers is given below: 

• Alignment of exponents (5x106+1224x108=5x106+122400x106) 
• Adding mantissa ((5+122400)x106=122405x106) 
• Normalization 1.22405x108 

As all the three above steps can be done for different data at different time, so we can easily pipelined the addition 
of floating point numbers. 

Q2 [16 Marks] [Topic: Understanding Processor, RISC Vs CISC, Assembly Language Program] 

A. [3+1] Write 3 important characteristics of RISC. Can we classify OISC as RISC (Justify your answer)?   
Ans:   

1. All the instructions are of same size  
2. Load and Store are well separated from Arithmetic and Logic instruction 
3. Numbers of addressing modes are less  compared to CISC 

 
We cannot classify OISC as RISC, OISC violate the characteristics 2 where LD/ST needs to be 
separated from   Arithmetic. But in OISC, we access two memory locations and do perform some 
arithmetic and take decision to do a jump. 
 

B. [2] Why we always store floating point constants in memory rather than using them as immediate value? 
(Or why we don’t have floating point immediate instruction like ADDI.f  $f1 $f2 1.342? ).  
 
Ans: Conversion of floating point from decimal format to binary format is not a trivial job in 
hardware, so compiler does this job for us and store in memory, we simply use instruction for the 
loading of floating pint constants. It also reduces the hardware complexity by not having this converter 
circuit. 
 
16 bits is not sufficient to store IEEE 754 SFP number (# may attract partial credit, this question is not 
specific to 32 MIPS) 
 

C. [2] Explain the different kind of operand addressing modes of MIPS processor (with 9 instructions 
which was designed in our CS222 classes) with the help of suitable example instructions. 
Ans:  Any four of  

• Register Addressing  Example ADD R1 R2 R3 
• Immediate Addressing   ADDI  R1 R2 32 
• Base Addressing  Example  LD  $t0 32($s2)   #$s2 is base register 
• PC relative addressing  Example  BEQ $t1 $t2 16BitLevel 
• Pseudo direct Addressing Example J 26BitLevel  

 
D. [2] Write the other (extra to MIPS) operand addressing modes available in X86 based processor.  

Ans: Any two of these  
• Direct        MOV [2000], AX ; 0(DSx10h+2000)  AX  
• Reg indirect  MOV [BX],  AX     ; 0(DSx10h+BX) AX   
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Ans: This given Path 2 (DM to ALU) delay (of 1 cycle) can be removed without using the 
forward path by inserting any one or more of the independent instructions.  

L:   lw   $t3   0($s7) 
add    $t1   $t3   $s1 
 

These independent instruction are :  I8, I10 and I11; if we use I8 and I11 then we may be able to remove 
one dependency.    

               
D. [5=1.5+1.5+2] Suppose you have a processing system with a dynamic branch predictor using Branch Target 

Capture (using BTAB/BTIB).  Hit in BTC predict to go for target else predict go to inline.  
A program has 10,000 instructions to run, branch probability is 0.2 (only 2,000 are branch instructions) 
and it uses Branch Target Address Buffer (BTAB) scheme for branch prediction. BTAB hit ratio =0.8, 
program probability of going to target = 0.7, delay for  Guess Inline Go Target (GIGT) is 4 cycles, delay 
for GIGI is 0 cycles, delay for GTGI is 3 cycles  and  delay for  GTGT is 2 cycles.  

i. Calculate the overall branch performance. 
Ans:  Average Branch delay 

=BTC miss prob* ((1-PGT )*DGIGI + PGT*DGIGT) + BTChitProb*((1-PGT )*DGTGI + PGT*DGTGT) 
= 0.2 ( 0.3 * 0 + 0.7 * 4) + 0.8  ( 0.3 * 3 + 0.7 * 2) = =2.4 

ii. Calculate the program performance in term of number of cycles 
Ans:  0.2 branch probability of 10000 instructions =2000 branches.  
 Total extra delay of Branches  = Delay Per branch * Total branch =2.4*2000=4,800  
 Total Program Execution time = 10,000+4,800= 14,800 cycles 
 

iii. What will be the performance of the program if Branch Target Instruction Buffer (BTIB) is used 
instead of BTAB where we save 2 cycles for GTGT case?  
Ans :    If we use BTIC save two cycle in BTIB hit case with GTGT (guest target and going to target)  

 So Average Branch Delay=0.2 (0.3*0+0.7*4) +0.8(0.3*3+0.7*0)= =1.28     
 Total Program Execution time= 10,000+2000*1.28=12,560 cycles 


